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Happy Summer to our TRI Family!

Summer has finally arrived after a very 
long winter and a temperamental spring. 
We have fawns in the hay field, green 
grass on the lawns, and super shiny coats 
on all the horses. You should have seen the
happy, smiling faces on our riders as we 
rode outside for the first time ever at 
our new home! 

Our horse herd has expanded by two 
this winter with Majic and Leon joining 
us. Leon is on trial but I’m giving you 
the insider information that he is doing 
so well that I’m 99% sure that he is a 
keeper. They are pasture buddies and 
kind of look like Mutt and Jeff (for those 
of you with long memories).
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Executive Director’s Update

Inside . . . 

With all of our new plans for this 
summer and fall, we will be making 
good use of our new horse partners.  
Therapeutic Riding, Inc. - Camp 2013 
will be offered for the first time this year. 
We are offering three weeks of camp, 
one week for each of three different age 
groups. Any of our current riders can 
become a camper. Be patient with us 
please, as this is our first time and we hope 
that our learning curve isn’t too steep!

Our “Day At The Farm” (DATF) program 
has been offered to many community 
non-profits at no cost to them or their 
clients thanks to our wonderful donors and Continued on page 2
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The Sam and Juliana Zirinsky 
Memorial Scholarship Fund. 
We are grateful to the Hastings 
Mutual Insurance Company 
Charitable Foundation for their 
generous DATF grant for children 
from the Greater Detroit Agency 
for the Blind and Visually 
Impaired (GDABVI). We are so 
pleased to welcome them again 
this summer. TRI’s pilot DATF 
program specifically designed for 
seniors ages 55 and up, called 
the Golden Giddy Up Gang, will 

also receive grant funding from the 
Washtenaw County Consortium on Aging.

We have several tours scheduled as 
well – SOS Services Sunny Days Camp and 
Canton Township Leisure Club will join us 
for an extended tour and fun at the farm 
(and hopefully more will be added as the 
summer progresses.)

You may be asking yourself, “What is the 
difference between Day At The Farm and 
the tour?” DATF offers direct horse contact 
which includes grooming and riding (this 
requires the dreaded paperwork), while
the tour does not have the direct contact 
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Chris Donoghue and Lily 
Baughn work with one of the 
riders from Greater Detroit 
Agency for the Blind and 
Visually Impaired in 2012.

Us new kids gotta stick together. BFF? Yup, BFF.
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or paperwork. Some groups who would like 
to have the hands-on experience are not 
able to get the required paperwork done. 
They may not have parents or guardians 
who are available or are able to do so, they 
may not be medically safe to ride, and some 
do not have doctors or even homes. We at 
TRI feel very strongly that all people should 
be able to experience the joy of horses 
whatever their circumstances, so we created 
the tour option for those folks who cannot 
get the paperwork filled out for riding.

Make sure that you read in this issue 
about our first Boots, Brews, & BBQ event 
coming October 25 (page 12). I hope that 
you all have your boots, hats, and BLING 
picked out....

Our annual 
TRI-FECTA 
Campaign is kicking 
off in September. 
This campaign is 
our biggest, most 
important “event” 

of the year because it raises money for our 
horses. You know, those wonderful animals 

that make TRI UNIQUE, our very foundation, 
the reason the fun, the smiles, and the magic 
happen. The reality is that we need dollars 
to feed and care for these wonderful equine 
partners of ours.

This campaign is 100% driven by YOU! Our 
riders, volunteers, staff, and far-away friends go 
out there and ask for donations to speed their 
favorite horse around the race track. The horse 
who receives the most donations wins the race! 
YOU win too – because YOU make it happen.

Let me tell you, it is so much fun to listen to 
all of you as you bring in your bets – what a 
competitive bunch you are! Who will win this 
year? I have to get our new guys in the arena 
so that they can give the oldies a run for their 
money..... I’m not sure that Leon is up for a long 
run but watch out for Majic!

If you have any questions about all the new, 
exciting things I’ve mentioned, call the office and 
we will fill you in.

Take care, everyone, and if you aren’t in the 
barn regularly, here is your invitation to come 
and visit.

Jan Vescelius – 
Executive Director, Program Director, Head Instructor

Executive Director’s Update - Continued from page 1

Our first ride outside.  Look at those smiles!
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Whinny of Thanks 

B Smiley sends out a very special “Whinny of Thanks” to the J.F. Ervin Foundation. 
The Foundation has been supporting TRI since 1997! For the last three years, it 
has donated $5,000 each year to B Smiley’s Adopt-A-Horse project. With this 
generous support, they are underwriting all of B Smiley’s expenses for the next 
year, ensuring that he, like all our horses, receives the quality care he so richly 
deserves. Our thanks, and B Smiley’s, to the J.F. Ervin Foundation for being such 
generous supporters for the past 16 years. We are so grateful to you for being part 
of the TRI family.

Dakota sends his own “Whinny of Thanks” to 
Sally Hattig. Sally was a longtime volunteer at 
TRI until the warm weather of the south stole 
her away from us. However, she remains one 
of our very generous supporters and visits us 
whenever she is “up north”. On one of these 
visits, she shared with us that she wanted to 
donate to the Adopt-A-Horse project! We were 
thrilled and Dakota was honored to be selected. 
Thank you for all your years of hard work in the 
arena, Sally, and thank you for staying part of our 
family, even though you’ve moved away.

TRI Trivia Test  
Answers 
on page 7

Which horse has been working at TRI for the longest?

Which horse is our newest equine employee?

Which horse is our oldest most senior horse?

Which horse is our youngest?

Who is our smallest horse?

Extra credit – 
Which horse has the very 
fancy registered name 
“N&R-Te-Man-Cassie”?

1.

2.

3.

4. ???

Mary McClusky enjoying 
B Smiley’s smooth trot.

Extra! 
Extra!

Read All About Us!
TRI is proud to have been included 
in a recent Detroit Free Press article 
about the wonderful benefits of
therapeutic riding. Check it out at 
http://www.freep.com/apps/pbcs.
dll/article?AID=20133052100745.

http://www.freep.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article%3FAID%3D2013305210074
http://www.freep.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article%3FAID%3D2013305210074
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Rider Spotlight -Jessi Gielow

is five years old and started at 
TRI when she was three. She was 
diagnosed with Pitt Hopkins Syndrome 

in August 2012 after a four year search for answers. Pitt 
Hopkins Syndrome is a rare genetic disorder characterized 
by intellectual disability and developmental delay. 
There are also possible breathing problems, seizures, 
and gastrointestinal issues. Children with Pitt Hopkins 
Syndrome typically have a happy, excitable demeanor 
with frequent smiling and laughing.

When Jessi started at TRI, she could not sit 
independently and crawled only minimally. Over the 
past two years, she has started army crawling all over 
the place and sitting on her own. Her muscle tone has 
improved tremendously! Jessi is also more alert and is 
interested in her lessons. Therapeutic horseback riding 
has definitely played a role in this. The benefits she 
receives are endless. Again, her muscle tone is improving, 
she is more alert, and has better eye contact. She is so 
much more social. Every session we see an improvement 
in her trunk muscles.

Jessi loves going to horseback riding! She is all smiles! 
She laughs and giggles throughout. She especially loves 
Jan and all of the volunteers! She stares and smiles at 
them the whole time. She totally messes around too! 
She plays around, trying to lie down and pull the horse’s 
hair. There was a new volunteer last week, and it was as 

Just chilling out with my buddy Maizy. Jessi Gielow with her human friends, 
Aubree Kugler and Debbie Neff.

if Jessi knew he was new and she took total advantage, 
trying to lie down, trying to slide off, while laughing the 
whole time!

Besides riding, Jessi loves so many things! She enjoys 
playing with her toys and going in her ball pit. She loves 
to be outdoors, go swimming, and go on walks. She will 
start going on bike rides with us as she is getting a special 
needs bike trailer this week!!! She loves going to school 
and getting on the bus every day; she gets very excited. 
What gives her the most enjoyment is playing with her 
big brother Jack! They adore each other and love to play 
together!!

Jan Vescelius, our Executive Director and Head 
Instructor, has been Jessi’s instructor since she joined 
us. When asked about her experiences with Jessi, Jan 
said, “The first thing I always notice about Jessi is her 
million watt smile. She is a pleasure to work with not 
only because of her gentle nature, sweet personality, 
and strong will, but because we can see her bloom every 
week almost before our eyes. In a very short amount 
of time riding her Maizy, Jessi has become amazingly 
strong. She brings such happiness to my heart. Thank you 
Jessi!”

“Joy” is definitely the word that comes to mind when 
I think of Jessi. She is joy personified. Thank you for 
sharing her with us, Angie.

We want you to meet one of our 
many riders, to learn what TRI 
means to her, and to hear how
important it is in her life. Every 
donation we receive helps 
to make it possible for us to 
provide Jessi and all our riders 
with an amazing experience. 
I asked Jessi’s mom, Angie, to 
introduce Jessi to you and share 
their experiences with TRI.

Jessi
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Instructor Corner

Rider Summer Poplin is just a little 
excited to finally ride outside. Her 
team - sidewalker Nancy Demyan, 
leader Susan Westhoff, and April - 
are pretty happy too.

We’ve Got Mail!
We are in the process of upgrading our email procedures and have 

some new email addresses. If you have questions about volunteering 

with TRI, you can send an email to volunteer@therapeuticridinginc.org. 

If you want to reach Executive Director Jan Vescelius, you can reach her 

at jan@therapeuticridinginc.org. The main program email has changed 

from our EarthLink address to info@therapeuticridinginc.org. Please 

take a moment to update your various address books accordingly.

one Thursday morning and looked at the 
pattern you were working on that was 
written on the dry erase board. Well, let’s 
just say, I was glad I didn’t have to tackle it!

Jan Vescelius – 
Thursday instructor

Everyone is so happy to be able 
to go outdoors for lessons.  The 
gates and go-throughs from 
indoor to outdoor arenas are 
finished and out we go!  There 
are many smiling faces from 
both riders and volunteers.  
The use of the larger space is 
both a challenge and a delight.  
It sets the stage for learning 
and accomplishing more 
difficult patterns but and also 
gives everyone the chance 
to enjoy new scenery.  We 
continue to be grateful for our 
beautiful facility.

Jen Beyer – 
Wednesday instructor

Wednesday night riders have been working 
on some new patterns combining circles, 
straight lines, turns, changes of pace, and 
halts. I teach to the same standards that 
would be expected in a horse show, and 
each pattern is to be ridden accurately 
with a happy and harmonious partnership 
between horse and rider. A few weeks 
ago, my classes worked on a pattern that 
required sharp focus, as elements came 
up quickly, and riders were expected to 
accurately guide their horses. All of the 
Wednesday night riders worked very
hard, showing me and their volunteers 
that they could remember and ride a 
correct pattern. In particular, Jeffrey 
Drozdowski demonstrated excellent focus 
and memory, guiding Miko through the 
entire pattern without a single error or 
assistance from his volunteers.

Congratulations Jeffrey, and to all the 
Wednesday night riders. I (Tracy) came in 

Jeffrey demonstrating a 
great two-point on Miko 
as he shows his sidewalker 
Heidi Hargesheimer and 
leader Paula Evers how 
to do the pattern.

In this new feature, we will be turning the “pen” 
over to our instructors so they can give you a 
glimpse into their classes. Sometimes they may 
be celebrating a rider or volunteer’s special 
accomplishment. Other times, they may be 
sharing some insight into what they have been 
teaching and why.
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I have been very busy with equine 
staffing issues for the last few months.  
It’s not an easy task to supervise a 
herd of 14 working horses.  Yes, I said 
FOURTEEN.  But more on that later.  

If you think all of us horses are 
looking particularly stylish lately, we 
are!   We owe a heartfelt thank you 
to the Kiwanis Club of Ann Arbor and 
Jen Beyer for the comfy new saddles 
we are enjoying.  The Kiwanis Club 
of Ann Arbor has been a supporter 
of TRI for over 13 years and this year 
they donated money for us to use to 
buy new equipment, including new 
saddles.  Jen Beyer – our Wednesday 
night instructor – worked with the staff 
at Sporthorse Saddlery in New Hudson 
to find just the right saddles for our 
horses.  She brought them back to TRI 
so I could have saddle fitting sessions 
with each horse and decide which 
ones I liked.  All the saddles are gently 
used which meant we could stretch the 
Kiwanis Club grant even further.  Now 
each horse has a saddle that fits him or 

Jen with her special friend Sugar modeling 
her lovely new saddle.

her perfectly (even those equine staff 
members who are, um, less than easy 
to get a good fitting saddle for – you 
know who you are!)  Jen also donated 
the saddle tags for each saddle so they 
can be labeled and identified easily by 
our wonderful tack volunteers.  From 
all of us equine staff members, THANK 
YOU to our friends at the Kiwanis Club 
of Ann Arbor and our wonderful Jen.

OK, I promised to explain why I said 
“fourteen” horses when we only had 
twelve last time you and I spoke.  I have 
been very busy interviewing potential 
new equine staff members and am 
happy to announce that I have hired 
two new co-workers.

On Monday April 22, Jan got the 
birthday present every little girl longs 
for – her very own pony! Well, not 
exactly her very own, but a pony did 
arrive on her birthday.  We now have 
our own little bit of Majic here at 
TRI. Majic is approximately 17 years 
old and 12.3hh (hands high), but he 
doesn’t think of himself as small.  He is 
definitely a big horse in a little package.  
Needless to say, all the humans fell in 

love immediately.  They have a thing for 
cute and little!  

Majic’s former owner, Paula Ireland, 
was moving and needed to find a 
good home for him. Our friend Jessica 
Moore – our former Wednesday 
night instructor – is now the Program 
Director at Banbury Cross Therapeutic 
Equestrian Center in Oxford, and she 
suggested to Paula that TRI might be 
looking for a pony.  She contacted me 
and I agreed that we had a need for a 
smaller equine to accommodate our 
many younger riders.  

Jess told me:
When Majic came to stay at Banbury 
Cross, we all knew it was a temporary 
situation.  However, that didn’t keep 
us from falling in love with him. His 
pasture was the first you reached 
during feeding, and you could 
count on his cute, fuzzy, white face 
poking out to greet you with a tiny 
nicker.  Majic was always a complete 
gentleman during his stay with us.  
While our entire staff, our volunteers, 
Doodle Bug (one of our horses), and 
my daughter were all sad to see 
him go, we just know that he will be 
pampered and loved at TRI.  

My thanks to the staff and volunteers 
at Banbury for taking great care of 
Majic until he was ready to come to TRI.  
I am training Majic in our policies and 
procedures here and I look forward to 
introducing him to our riders soon and 
having him take his place on the equine 
staff here. Welcome Majic!

In addition to training Majic and 
getting him ready for classes, I have also 
been interviewing another new horse 
and conducting an in-depth evaluation 
of him, I mean of his skills.

Leon’s human friend, Charlotte 
Kachigian, introduced him to us after 

Majic and Jan on the day he arrived - 
Jan’s birthday!

TRI Tales- A Regular Feature, 
From Fabulous Fable, 
Your Field Reporter
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how we do things here, making him 
feel welcome…  Jan is still finalizing her 
evaluation but I have already made my 
decision.  He’s staying!

This next piece of news is hard for 
me but as Senior Mare, I have to make 
the tough decisions.  I have decided, 
in consultation with Jan, Dr. Romine, 
our vet, and Jon Sweet, our farrier, 
that it is time for me to retire from 
full-time teaching.  You will still see 
me in the arena on occasion, when 
my expertise is needed most.  Believe 
me when I say I wish I could roll back 
time, but the truth is, I am 27 and it 
is time for me to step aside and make 
room for younger horses.  Rest assured, 
I will still be actively supervising the 
horses, staff and facility and my stall 
door – third down on the right – is 
always open to visitors (especially those 
bearing carrots or apples!). To all my 
riders and volunteers throughout my 
ten wonderful years of teaching in the 
arena, it has been a pleasure and an 
honor to work with you.  Thank you 
for allowing this mare to play such an 
important role in so many lives.  I am 
grateful.  

So it’s been a busy spring and early 
summer, but a head mare’s job is never 
done.  Now if you’ll excuse me, I have 
to go and make sure that Leon feels 
welcome.  (Psst, Tracy, how does my 
mane look?)

Fabulous Fable, Your Field Reporter

contacting my office staff to see if 
we had any interest in a Haflinger 
gelding.  DO WE WANT A HALFINGER 
GELDING????  Um, excuse me; I got a 
little overly emotional there.  I mean, 
we of course were interested in meeting 
a gorgeous, young, Haflinger gelding!!  

OK, I just needed a drink of water but 
I’m fine now. So Leon came to meet us 
and see if this is where he would like to 
continue his career of teaching people 
to ride.  He had been a companion to 
an older Haflinger who was retiring and 
Charlotte suggested that Leon might be 
interested in a more active job.

I have been spending an EXTENSIVE 
amount of time with Leon, making him 
feel welcome, showing him the ropes, 
making him feel welcome, explaining 

Leon - Isn’t he handsome?

TRI Trivia- Answers

Test on 
page 3

Fabulous Fable – our amazing 
Senior Mare and Field Reporter – 
joined TRI in 2003!  Thanks for ten 
wonderful years (and counting), 
Fable!

This one is basically a tie – Majic 
arrived on April 22, 2013 and 
Leon arrived on May 4, 2013.

Again, Fable takes this honor.  She 
is 27 years young.  Close behind 
her are Maizy at 25, Miko at 21, 
and April at 20.

Not even into double digits yet, 
our youngster is Zeeda at just 8 
years old.

OK, this was an easy one to 
make up for the impossible extra 
credit one!  Of course, it’s Majic, 
smallest by both weight and 
height at just 12.3hh.  Don’t call 
him small though – he thinks he’s 
a draft horse!

Extra Credit – 
Speaking of draft horses, 
N&R-Te-Man-Cassie is known to 
her friends as Ella!!  As to how 
she got the stable name “Ella” 
from “N&R-Te-Man-Cassie,” she’s 
not telling, and we can’t guess! 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ella and her leader Susan Westhoff 
enjoying a little fresh air and sunshine 
in between classes.

5.

With lots and lots of help!  If you’ve 

visited the barn recently, you’ve seen 

the new planted areas to either side 

of our front doors.  Our heartfelt 

thanks to Heather and Katie Brigger 

for donating the plants, mulch, and 

elbow grease to make our front door 

look so pretty and welcoming.
Heather and Katie Brigger in front of their 
hard work - our beautiful new garden space.

How Does Our Garden Grow?
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In our Spring 2013 newsletter, we focused our Rider and 
Volunteer Spotlights on a mom/daughter rider/volunteer 
pair.  This time around, we are keeping with the family 
theme as we present to you a husband/wife volunteer 
pair.  Thursday nights are the Donoghue/Jessen nights. 
Dad (in-law) Dave Jessen has been featured in a previous 
newsletter.  His daughter Lea Donoghue is our Thursday 
Tack Coordinator and her husband Chris Donoghue is a 
Thursday night sidewalker and tack assistant.  

We can thank Lea’s Mom, Doreen Jessen, for starting the 
Jessen-Donoghue involvement in TRI.  Apparently she 
found an ad for volunteering with TRI in the Ann Arbor 
News (the actual newspaper, before it was all online!) 
and, according to Lea, she “strongly suggested that I look 
into it. I was 15 and I’m pretty sure she wanted me to do 
something productive with my teenager time.” 

Of course, Mother knows best.  Lea confesses that she 
signed up and was hooked pretty much right away.

To be honest, I was originally hooked on the horses.  
I was a little horse crazy, and TRI was my fix.  But 
the more I came, the more I couldn’t stop coming, 
and not just because of the horses anymore!  I 
honestly can’t imagine NOT coming to TRI each week.   
Thursday evenings are a time during my week where, 
whether I’m tacking horses or interacting with riders 

Ooooh, that’s the spot. Lea can always find Garuda’s itchy 
spots, and he sure appreciates it.

and parents, I know I’m making a positive difference 
in someone’s day.  And on tough days, I have my own 
therapy grooming the horses and setting everything 
as it should be. JWatching a rider master even tiny 
bits of riding the horse is so fantastic.  The look on 
a rider’s face when they realize, “I did that! Me!,” is 
so great.  And watching the riders really grow and 
respond so positively to the riding and volunteers is 
incredible.

Chris came to us with experience in therapeutic riding, 
having volunteered at another program previously. When 
he met Lea in college, she invited him to visit TRI and 
check it out.  He initially focused his efforts on grooming 
and tacking, but we eventually convinced him to try 
sidewalking and, well, I’ll let him take it from here.

Every week there are moments when I stop and say 
to myself, “Yep, I win”.  As soon as I step into the 
stall and begin grooming Ella, I am in awe of this 
beautiful beast of burden that brings a bounty of 
blessings upon her riders. When the riders get on and 
the lessons start, that’s when the real fun begins. 
Knowing the time on that horse is a weekly highlight 
of our riders’ lives makes me want to help make it as 
fun and challenging as they can handle. When a rider 
gets their turn right, or when they ‘whoa’ right on 
time, that’s what I’m talking about!

 
Our Thursday night instructor, and Executive Director, is 
Jan Vescelius.  She loves working with Lea and Chris.  

They are the dream team of volunteers.  Lea started 
with TRI first, bringing her dad, Dave, after her to 
volunteer with us.  Lea’s special gift to us is her tack 
coordinator skills, not to mention that she can also 
lead, sidewalk, and groom …you get the picture.  
When Lea leaves a tack room for the night you can 
be sure that every single little thing is in its place and 
properly labeled as well!  

We have Lea to thank not only for bringing her dad 
to us but also her husband, Chris.  He is now dutifully 
trained (by Lea of course) to groom and tack.  Chris 
shines in the arena with our riders who require 
a quiet, commanding but not pushy, voice.  He is 
patient and single minded in his desire to have his 
riders understand what is expected of them.  He does 
this in a kind, gentle way that is purely Chris. 

Volunteer Spotlight - Lea & Chris Donoghue 
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I (Tracy) recently had the chance to chat with Hassiba Bouzit, mom to rider 
Yasmine.  She was telling me how much Yasmine looked forward to her lessons 
and shared the following.

She was so afraid of horses when she started. I was never successful getting 
her up close to them so that she can touch them. Now, since she started riding 
at TRI, she’s always eager to come every week. I feel this place is like her 
second home and the staff has been wonderful to her and very accepting. Now 
Miko (her horse) is like her best friend!

Many of our parents and riders say something similar, that TRI is their home, a 
place they can feel accepted and welcomed, where they can experience the joy 
of horseback riding, challenge themselves, and make new friends – both human 
and equine!  Thank you for the kind words, Hassiba.  As I told you, we love having 
Yasmine here – it is absolutely impossible not to be in a good mood when she is in 
the barn!

When they aren’t keeping our horses groomed and 
tacked, and making sure our riders have the best lessons 
possible, Lea and Chris have their own menagerie to 
care for – two dogs, two cats, and three chickens.  They 
love roleplaying – D&D for those of us “of a certain 
age” – reading, and playing music.  Fortunately for our 
community, they both have jobs that allow them to share 
their caring and compassion with many people.  Lea 
works as a sexual assault legal advocate and counselor 
for survivors of domestic violence and sexual assault 
at SafeHouse Center in Ann Arbor.  Chris loves having 
the opportunity to work with 440 kids at Leslie Middle 
School in Leslie as their counselor.

If I had to sum up my experience with Lea and Chris, it 
would be with the phrase “no problem”. 

• Lea, we need to make a last minute horse switch.   
 No problem.  

•  Chris, we need you to take special care of this
 rider today. He’s had a pretty rough day. 
 No problem.  

•  Lea, we need to totally change this tack 
 and re-measure the stirrups.  
 No problem.  

•  Chris, could you work with this brand new rider   
 who is very nervous and unsure of himself?  
 No problem.

You get the idea.  Whatever needs to be done to ensure 
our horses are well cared for and our riders have an 
amazing lesson - no problem.  Thank you for making such 
a difference in so many lives, Lea and Chris.  We truly are 
fortunate you decided to join our volunteer team.

With encouragement from Chris, rider Chris Powell 
gets the courage to greet Hey Dobbs!

Tracy Boyle – 
Volunteer Coordinator, Office Manager, and Newsletter Editor

Home Sweet Home

Yasmine working hard, steering Miko 
through the weaving cones, with help from 
her sidewalker Tammy Abraham and leader 
Jenny Beauman.
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In just a few months, we will be hosting our first ever “Boots, Brews, and BBQ” 
here at TRI. This unique event will feature dancing in our arena, wonderful food, 
and the chance to tour our farm and meet our horses.  Our special thanks to the 
Bucking Bronco level donors who are sponsoring this exciting event:  Bank of 
Ann Arbor, Comerica Bank, Hylant Group, Inc., Sesi Lincoln, and United Bank 
and Trust.  Watch your mail for more information and get ready to kick up your 
heels!

We are so grateful to all the many wonderful individuals, donors, and 
foundations that support TRI.  Our annual donor report lists everyone who has 
given to us in a calendar year.  We would like to send a special thanks to the 
following donors who generously supported us with a gift of $1,000 and above 
since January 1, 2013.  Thank you for making it possible for us to bring the joy of 
therapeutic riding to so many people.

• Jamie and Cheryl Buhr
• Molly Dobson
• Bob Donnellan 
• Hastings Mutual Insurance Company Charitable Foundation
• Kiwanis Club of Ann Arbor – see “TRI Tales” for more information 

about this wonderful grant from the Kiwanis Club
• Quality Home Medical

We Couldn’t Do This Without . . .

One sunny afternoon, volunteer Dave 
Demyan had no riders.  Did he head 
home?  Sit in the lobby and have a 
snack?  Nope, he made a fatal mistake 
– he asked Jan if there was anything she 
needed him to do.  Famous last words.  
As you can tell from this photo, Jan had 
no problem finding projects for Dave to 
tackle.  Dakota was a little confused as 
to what Dave was doing to his window!  
Another time when he had no rider, 
Dave cheerfully swept every inch of our 
floors with a special cleaning compound.  
And he did it all with a smile and a great 
attitude.  Thank you, Dave (“New Dave” 
to his Thursday friends) for all you do in 
the arena and for always being willing to 
tackle the many maintenance projects 
we have around the farm.  We really 
appreciate it.

Yes, He Does 
Windows! 

Dave Demyan and a 
very confused Dakota.

Under Lock and Key?
Thank you to all of you who took the 
time to complete our recent survey. 
We truly appreciate your input and 
feedback.  Several folks asked why the 
windows in the observation room were 
covered with bars and were so high up.  
No, it’s not because we want to “lock 
up” our families!  It was not even our 
decision to make.  The size, height, and 
location of the windows, as well as the 
requirement for them to be covered 
with bars, are all dictated by code 
regulations.  Whenever you have horses 
and glass in proximity, there have to be 
bars on the side the horses have access 
to.  Horses are unclear on the concept 
of “glass” so will potentially try to go 
through windows, causing great harm 
to themselves and anyone on the other 
side.  We don’t want anyone meeting 
our horses by having one land on their 
lap!

So we promise – we are not trying to 
lock anyone up! We are just following 
some very important safety rules.



Therapeutic Riding Inc. providing riders 
with Fun, Excitement, Challenge, and 
Therapeutic Adventure! 

therapeuticridinginc.org/donate
(734) 677-0303

April Dakota

Fable

Ella

Majic Maizy Miko

Leon

Sugar
This campaign ensures our horses stay healthy, strong, and happy. . . Your gift will enhance many lives.

B Smiley

Hey Dobbs!

Sigbjorn Zeeda

Garuda

TRI-FECTA
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For the last three years, TRI has hosted an elegant Kentucky 
Derby Gala to raise operating funds for TRI. This year, we 
decided to exchange our Derby Day hats for cowboy hats at 
our first ever Boots, Brews, & BBQ barn dance to be held on 
Friday, October 25, 2013 starting at 6:30 p.m at TRI’s barn. 
The proceeds from the $100/per person tickets directly 
benefit TRI’s riders.

This western-themed evening will include a chuck-wagon 
barbecue supper, spirits, and dancing in the barn to the 
Saline-based band, Eclipse. Other highlights of the evening 
will include tours of the barn and a chance to meet our 
horses. We are eager to show off our (relatively) new 
facility to our generous and energetic supporters and the 
community.

Please dust off your boots, buy or borrow a bandana, and 
plan to attend what promises to be the best barn dance to 
be held in Ann Arbor this year! Invitations will be mailed 
later this summer. Not only are blue jeans welcomed, 
western-wear is strongly encouraged as we will award prizes 
for the best and most glitzy cowboy/cowgirl outfits!! 

Football fans please note - we’ve chosen a UM football 
bye weekend for our event, so no excuses!   Also, since 
we are serving “spirits,” our guests have to be at least 21 
years old to attend. Check out TRI’s website, e-newsletter, 
Facebook, and/or Twitter for further updates.

Boots, Brews, & BBQ 

Save the Date!

Friday, October 25, 2013

Ticket Reservations: 
Marcia Mullen • marciamullen@comcast.net

Event Sponsorship: 
Nan Couyoumjian • nanec44@aol.com

Judy Dobson • jdobson763@gmail.com

A special thank you is extended to 
our generous Boots, Brews, & BBQ 
Easy Loper and Bucking Bronco level 
sponsors:

Bank of Ann Arbor
Comerica Bank
Larry and Sally Grace
Carole and Howdy Holmes
Hylant Group, Inc.
Sesi Lincoln
David and Karen Ufer
United Bank & Trust
Brian Weisman


